ABSTRACT The objective of this paper is to evaluate the impact of various risk factors on traffic crashes presenting different collision types at freeway diverge areas. Three-year period crash data from 367 freeway diverge areas were obtained. Three types of collisions, including rear-end, sideswipe, and angle collisions, were considered. A random parameters multivariate Poisson-lognormal (RP-MVPLN) model was developed to accommodate both correlations between crashes across collision type and the unobserved heterogeneity across observations. For the performance comparison, an MVPLN was developed and compared with the RP-MVPLN model under the Bayesian framework. The result showed that the RP-MVPLN model outperformed the MVPLN model, which highlighted that accounting for the unobserved heterogeneous effects of risk factors could improve the model fit. The model estimation result showed that the risk factors, as well as their impacts on different collision types, were different. The mainline annual average daily traffic (AADT), the lane-balanced design, and the number of lanes on the mainline were found to be significantly associated with all types of collisions, whereas the deceleration lane length and road surface type only affected rear-end crashes. The exit ramp length and ramp AADT had significant impact on rear-end crashes and sideswipe crashes, but they did not affect angle crashes. The speed limit was negatively related with rear-end crashes and angle crashes, while it had no impact on sideswipe crashes. Three risk factors, which are the mainline AADT, ramp AADT, and speed limit, were found to have significant heterogeneous effects on crashes across observations. INDEX TERMS Collision type, freeway diverge area, random parameters, multivariate model, full Bayesian estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Freeway diverge areas are essential components in freeway operations because they are the only control accesses used for exiting traffic on freeways, which serve as transitions from freeways to local roads. Vehicles exiting freeways need to reduce speeds, diverge from through traffic on mainlines, and weave into deceleration lanes toward the entrance of exit ramps. Therefore, intense lane changes occur frequently at freeway diverge areas, which lead to disturbance to through traffic and results in high potential of traffic crashes [1] - [3] . Identifying risk factors that contribute to crashes at freeway diverge areas and understanding the impact of these factors would be beneficial towards the implementation of successful designs and/or countermeasures to improve the safety performance of freeway diverge areas. Previous studies have proposed crash prediction models as analytical tools to evaluate the safety of freeway exit ramp areas [3] - [8] . However, these studies did not distinguish the collision types during the modeling analyses.
Crashes present different collision types due to the particular geometric and traffic features at various freeway diverge areas. The impact of risk factors on different types of collisions is expected to be different. Using one crash prediction model for all collision types could ignore the difference in the mechanism of different collisions. By contrary, modeling crashes by collision type can provide better understanding of the impact of risk factors on the crashes with a particular collision type. Two issues are raised while modeling crashes by collision type: 1) crash counts may be correlated across collision types due to that unobserved effects at freeway diverge areas are likely to be shared among different types of collisions; and 2) the effects of risk factors on crashes may vary across observations. Ignoring the correlation among collision types as well as the unobserved heterogeneous effects may result in biased model estimation and erroneous inferences [9] . Therefore, both above issues should be considered for the safety analysis of freeway diverge areas.
The objective of this study is to simultaneously evaluate the risk factors with crashes by collision type at freeway diverge areas. Three-year period crash data, including three types of collisions (i.e., rear-end, sideswipe, and angle), from 367 freeway diverge areas were used for the analysis. The main contributions of this study are: (a) this paper develops a random parameters multivariate Poisson-lognormal (RP-MVPLN) model to accommodate both correlation between crashes across collision type and the unobserved heterogeneity across observations; and (b) this paper provides insight into the significant risk factors related to crashes by collision types at freeway diverge areas. For model comparison purpose, a multivariate Poisson-lognormal (MVPLN) model was estimated and compared with RP-MVPLN model under the Bayesian framework.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. SAFETY STUDIES ON FREEWAY EXIT RAMP
Past studies on safety issues of freeway exit ramp areas were focusing on crash risks evaluation and safety evaluation. In general, risk refers to the combination of probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm, and safety refers to the absence of unreasonable risk [10] - [12] . These studies were conducted by developing a number of crash prediction models based on count data modeling technique and discrete choice modeling technique [13] , [14] . Crash frequency was modeled by count data models, such as Poisson model, negative binomial (NB) model, Poissonlognormal model, zero-inflated count model, and generalized estimating equation model, to evaluate the safety performance of freeway exit ramp as well as the related risk factors [1] - [8] , [15] - [19] .
Chen et al. [3] developed a NB crash prediction model to explore the safety effects of four types of lane arrangements on freeway exit ramps and found that the crash counts and crash risks were different between different types of exits. Bauer and Harwood [4] used Poisson and NB regression to examine the risk factors on crash counts at interchange ramps. The risk factors included daily traffic volume, area type (rural/ urban), ramp configuration, right shoulder width, ramp length, and speed-change lane length. Moon and Hummer [7] developed and compared three NB distribution based statistical methods to quantify safety impact of traffic, geometric, and environmental factors on crashes that occur in the influence areas of freeway ramps. Bared et al. [15] developed a model to estimate the crash counts for entire ramps as a function of ramp AADT, mainline AADT, deceleration lane length, and ramp configurations.
Liu et al. [2] evaluated the safety impact of three different types of lane arrangements on freeway segments with closely spaced entrances and exit ramps by comparing crash frequency, crash rate, crash severity, and collision types. Lu et al. [8] estimated the impact of freeway exit ramp configurations that refer to geometric conditions, geometries of deceleration lanes, and exit ramp lane configurations on traffic safety and operation. Chen et al. [18] investigated the safety performance of the left-side off-ramps at freeway diverge areas using both crash prediction model and traffic conflict technique. They found that left-side off-ramp had higher average crash counts, crash rate and percentage of severe crashes compared to the off-ramps with a right-side design. Wang et al. [20] applied a NB regression to evaluate the impact of geometric design factors and traffic factors on crashes at freeway diverge areas, practically for the truckrelated crash frequency.
After closely reviewing the literature, it was found that previous studies did not differentiate the collision types during the analysis of crash risks at freeway diverge areas. However, the collision types were considered in this study.
B. MULTIVARIATE RANDOM PARAMETERS MODELS
Park and Lord [21] were among the first to introduce the MVPLN model in traffic safety evaluations. Since then, the MVPLN model was widely used for the analysis of multivariate crash count data [22] - [26] . The MVPLN has the ability to account for the multiple severity levels and the multiple crash types. It also inherits the PLN model's ability of controlling the over-dispersion in the crash data. However, due to the fact that crashes are complex events that involve a variety of human responses to external stimuli, and complex interactions between vehicles, roadway features, traffic factors, and environmental conditions, unobserved heterogeneity has become an raising issue in traffic collision data analysis [27] . Overlooking the unobserved heterogeneity can lead to biased, inefficient, and erroneous inferences [9] .
To address the unobserved heterogeneity in multi-level collision data, various multivariate random parameters models were proposed in recent years [28] - [38] . Dong et al. [28] and Chen et al. [29] applied the multivariate random parameters NB model to analyze the crash frequency at intersections and on rural highways, respectively. El-Basyouny and Sayed [30] conducted a before-after safety evaluation using an intervention multivariate random parameters model. Bhat et al. [31] applied a multivariate random-coefficients model for the analysis of pedestrian injury counts by severity level. By integrating the spatial effects in collision data, several studies developed spatial multivariate random parameters model [31] - [33] . Cai et al. [33] proposed a grouped random parameters multivariate spatial model to identify both observable zonal effects and unobserved heterogeneity at the zonal level. Furthermore, some recent studies took the temporal features in collision data into consideration, developing multivariate space-temporal models [34] - [37] . For instance, Liu and Sharma [34] developed a multivariate spatio-temporal Bayesian model to analyze three types of crashes by injury severity. Multivariate random parameters Tobit models are recently developed to jointly model crash rates by injury severity [37] , [38] . Anastasopoulos [37] and Zeng et al. [38] found the heterogeneous effects of some risk factors on crash injury-severity rates.
Despite the abovementioned state-of-the-art statistic models have many advantages, the application of these methods were not used in the analysis of safety at freeway diverge areas. This study developed an RP-MVPLN model to accommodate both correlation between crashes across collision types and the unobserved heterogeneity across observations.
III. DATA
Crash data used in this study were obtained from 367 freeway diverge areas in the State of Florida, United States [1, 3] . The diverge area defined in this paper contains two influence areas, namely, (a) an area located within 1,500 ft (457 m) upstream of the painted nose, and (b) an area located within 1,000 ft (305 m) downstream of the painted nose. Thus, the freeway diverge area has a consistent length of 2,500 ft (762 m). Three years of crash data from 2004 to 2006 was collected for data analysis. Potential risk factors including the road geometries and traffic exposures were collected as explanatory variables (See Table I ).
The selected freeway diverge areas were classified into four types based on the arrangement of lanes for the freeway exits as shown in Figure 1 designs, while type 2 and type 4 diverge areas are considered as lane-unbalanced designs.
A total of 3,315 crashes were collected at the selected freeway diverge areas. Three types of collisions were identified, including 2,193 rear-end crashes, 727 sideswipe crashes, and 395 angle crashes. In total, the dataset consisted of 367 observations for each collision type. Rear-end is the dominant type of collision at freeway diverge areas which accounts for 66.2% of all crashes. A possible reason is that vehicles approaching exits usually decelerate which could disturb the continuing traffic. Sideswipe and angle collisions account for 21.9% and 11.9% of all crashes, respectively. The sideswipe and angle collisions are related to intense lane-changing maneuvers in the area. The crash frequency distributions are shown in Figure 2 .
IV. METHODOLOGY A. MULTIVARIATE POISSON-LOGNORMAL MODEL
The Poisson distribution is commonly used to model discrete, non-negative and random count data such as crash counts. However, an underlying assumption of the Poisson distribution is that the variance is equal to the mean, which is often violated for crash counts. To account for the over-dispersion of crash counts, previous studies have proposed the Poissonlognormal (PLN) model [23] , [39] . Although the PLN model can handle crash counts for a specific collision type, crash counts may be correlated across various collision types because unobserved effects at freeway diverge areas are likely to be shared among different types of collisions. To account for the possible correlation between crash counts across collision types, an MVPLN model was advocated [21] - [25] .
For a crash dataset at N freeway diverge sections, the crashes at each freeway diverge section are classified into K categories. Let Y k i denote the number of crashes at diverge section i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) that belongs to collision type k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ), where Y k i is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with parameter λ k i as follows
The probability of y k i is given as
To handle the unstructured over-dispersion, an error term ε k i is used. It is assumed that
where µ k i is an exponential function of freeway divergespecific attributes, such as traffic volume and geometric characteristics. It is given as follows
where X ij is the j th (j = 1, 2, . . . , J ) explanatory variable for freeway diverge section i, β k 0 is the model intercept,
. . , β k J are the coefficients corresponding to k th collision type.
The error term ε k i denotes the multivariate normal errors distributed as ε i ∼ N k (0, ), where
where the diagonal element σ 2 kk (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) represents the variance of error term, the off-diagonal element σ 2
k1,k2
(k1 = k2) denotes the covariance between ε k1 i and ε k2 i .
B. RANDOM PARAMETERS MULTIVARIATE POISSON-LOGNORMAL MODEL
The MVPLN model assumes that the coefficients of explanatory variables are fixed across observations, which means that the impact of certain risk factors on specific crashes remain the same across observations. However, this assumption violates the facts that the impact of explanatory variables on crashes may vary across observations; namely, heterogeneous effect of certain risk factors may exist across observations. To account for the underlying unobserved heterogeneity, the RP-MVPLN model is proposed by allowing all regression coefficients to vary randomly across observations. Eq. (4) can be written as follows
The random parameters β k i0 , β k i1 , β k i2 , . . . , β k iJ are assumed to be multi-normally distributed as β ij ∼ N K (β j , j ) where
It should be noted that a random parameter β k ij for collision type k is used when its posterior estimate variance is significantly larger than 0; otherwise, the parameter ϕ j2 kk should be fixed across observations for collision type k [32] .
C. MODEL COMPARSION MEASURE
The Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) is used for model comparison, which provides a Bayesian measure of model complexity and fitting. Generally, the model with a smaller DIC outperforms the model with a larger DIC. According to Spiegelhalter et al. [40] , the models which DIC values' difference that is lower than two are considered equally well, while models with DIC values' difference between 2-7 show a considerably less support to the higher DIC model. The DIC is given as
where 
V. MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. FULL BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
Unlike the requirement of maximum likelihood estimation approach for closed-form likelihood function, full Bayesian estimation does not need closed-form likelihood functions [11] . Therefore, full Bayesian estimation can handle sophisticated models. Obtaining the full Bayesian estimates requires a specification of prior distribution of the model parameters. Specifically, the model parameters are coefficients (β k 0 , β k j ) and covariance matrix for error term in the MVPLN model, random coefficients (β k i0 , β k ij ), covariance matrix j for random coefficients, and covariance matrix for error term in the RP-MVPLN model. In this study, noninformative priors were specified for the parameters due to the absence of sufficient prior knowledge. A commonly used prior, diffused normal distribution N(0, 10 4 ), is used as priors for coefficients [41] - [43] . A Wishart poir W(P, r) is used as priors of precisions for −1 j and −1 , where P is the K × K identity matrix, and r = K is the degree of freedom.
The posterior distributions of model parameters can be obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling technique by WinBUGS software [44] . MCMC sampling technique can generate chains of random points, the distribution of which converge to the target posterior distribution. Three approaches were used for monitoring the convergence. First, two parallel chains with diverse starting VOLUME 7, 2019 values were tracked so that full coverage of the sample space is ensured. Second, Brooks-Gelman-Rubin (BGR) statistic was used, where convergence occurs if the value of the BGR statistic is less than 1.2 [24] . Moreover, convergence was checked by visually inspecting the MCMC trace plots of the model parameters. In this study, two Marko chains run for each model for 10,000 iterations. The first 5,000 iterations are discarded as burn-in sample. After the first 5,000 interactions, the posterior distributions arrive convergence. Therefore, the interactions after 5,000 iterations were adopted for parameters estimation.
B. MODEL ESTIMATION RESULT
The MVPLN model estimates and RP-MVPLN model estimates are presented in Table II and Table III , respectively. Variables that are significant with a 95% confidence level (i.e. 95% confidence intervals were bounded away from zero) are kept in the model. Generally, the significant variables' associations are consistent in sign for both models except for the intercept. However, small variations in the parameters' estimates can be found between these two models. Table II and Table III show that the risk factors for different collision types are different. The impact of these risk factors are also different. For example, the exit ramp length (i.e. LengRam) significantly effects the occurrence of rearend crashes and sideswipe crashes, but has no impact on angle crashes. Significant variables were also found to be different in the MVPLN model and the RP-MVPLN model. In detail, eight risk factors ((Ln(MAADT), Ln(RAADT), LaneBala, Mainlane, LengDec, LengRam, SpeedLimit, and SurfType) were found to be significantly related to rear-end crashes in both MVPLN model and RP-MVPLN model. Seven risk factors ((Ln(MAADT), Ln(RAADT), LaneBala, Mainlane, LengRam, SpeedLimit, and SurfType) were significantly associated with sideswipe crashes in the MVPLN model, whereas SpeedLimit and SurfType were not significant in the RP-MVPLN model. Three risk factors ((Ln(MAADT), Mainlane, and SpeedLimit) were found to be contributing to angle crashes in the MVPLN model, while LaneBala was also found to be associated with angle crashes in the RP-MVPLN model.
The hyper parameters estimates for the MVPLN model and RP-MVPLN model are presented in Table IV and Table V the MVPLN model and RP-MVPLN model are significantly positive and strong in magnitude, indicating that correlations exist between crashes across collision types. The significant correlations may be attributable to the common shared factors that affect crashes across collision types simultaneously. Those factors could be weather conditions, driver familiarities to exit ramps, or other unobserved factors. The diagonal element of the covariance matrix j (i.e.
) are greater than zero in the RP-MVPLN model, which suggests that unobserved heterogeneity across observations was captured by the model. The heterogeneous effect of certain risk factors on different types of collisions will be discussed in the later section.
C. MODEL COMPARISON
These two models were compared using the DIC measure. The DIC for the MVPLN model is 3322.13, while the DIC for the RP-MVPLN model is 3298.65. The difference in DIC is 23.48, which means that the RP-MVPLN model outperforms the MVPLN model. The result indicates that accommodating unobserved heterogeneity across observations can improve model fit. This result is in line with several studies [30] , [34] . 
D. INTERPRETATION OF IMPACT FACTORS
Given that the RP-MVPLN model outperforms the MVPLN model and that the RP-MVPLN model can capture the unobserved heterogeneity across observations, its risk factors associated with crashes by collision type at freeway diverge areas are discussed.
The coefficients of mainline AADT and ramp AADT are found to be positively associated with all collision types (except that the ramp AADT for angle collision is not significant). The result is straightforward and consistent with previous studies [1] - [3] . The estimated parameters of these two variables followed normal distributions as shown in Figure 3 .
As shown in Figure 3(a) , the distribution indicates that rearend crashes increase as mainline AADT increases for 92.93% of the observations, whereas for the remaining 7.07% of the observations, the rear-end crashes decrease as mainline AADT increases. Figure 3(b) shows that for 93.96% of the observations the increased ramp AADT increases rear-end crashes and for 6.04% of the observations the increased ramp AADT decreases rear-end crashes. The heterogonous effects of mainline AADT and ramp AADT on sideswipe crashes and angle crashes can be found in Figure 3 (c), Figure 3(d) , and Figure 3 (e), respectively. As pointed out by El-Basyouny and Sayed [24] and Anastasopoulos and Mannering [45] , there exist complex interactions among traffic volume, driver behavior and crash frequency. The varying effects of traffic volume on crash frequency at freeway diverge areas may be explained by the response and adaptation of drivers to various levels of traffic volume.
Lane-balanced design is negatively related to all collision types, indicating that lane-balanced exit ramps have less crashes than those not lane-balanced. The result shows safety benefits of lane-balanced design in mitigating crashes at freeway diverge areas, which is supported by previous studies [1] , [8] . The number of lanes on mainline (i.e. Mainlane) is found to be positively associated with all type of collisions, indicating that crashes are expected to increase at the freeway diverge section with more lanes on mainline. This finding agrees with [2] and [3] and can be intuitively explained by that more lanes provide more opportunity of risk exposures such as lane changing, leading to high potential of crashes.
The deceleration lane length (i.e. LengDec) is found to be positively associated with rear-end crashes, however, this risk factor is not significantly associated with sideswipe crashes and angle crashes. This finding is not consistent with Bared et al. [15] which showed that increasing deceleration lane length would reduce crash frequency. The results of previous studies with regard to the safety impact of the deceleration lane length are not quite consistent [1] , [15] , [19] . As noted by Garcia and Romero [17] , a long deceleration lane could encourage drivers to speed up before they exit the main freeway. Therefore, it has the potential to increase the rearend crash counts.
The exit ramp length (i.e. LengRam) has a negative impact on rear-end crashes and sideswipe crashes, however, it does not have significant impact on angle crashes. The result is consistent with findings from past studies [18] . The result is reasonable in that more vehicles could be stored in a longer ramp, which prevents ramp queue overspreading on the freeway mainline, leading to less crashes at freeways diverge areas. The coefficient of road surface type is found to be negatively associated with rear-end crashes, indicating that rear-end crashes are less likely to occur on blacktop surfaces. This finding can be explained by that the blacktop surface provides good resistances for deceleration.
The speed limit (i.e. SpeedLimit) is found to be negatively related with rear-end crashes and angle crashes, but it has no relationship with sideswipe crashes. This result is consistent with many studies [2] , [3] , [20] , [46] . This finding is supported by the fact that freeway sections with a higher speed limit are usually designed according to higher standards with wider lanes, better signings or pavement marking, and better lighting conditions, resulting in reduced collision potentials. Figure 4 shows that the estimated parameters of this variable followed normal distributions. Given these distributional parameters, 97.31% is less than zero and 2.69% is greater than zero for rear-end crashes. As well, 98.29% is less than zero and 1.71% is greater than zero for angle crashes. This finding implies that the rear-end crashes and angle crashes decrease with higher speed limit on mainline for vast majority of the observations, whereas there was a small proportion of the observations for which the rear-end crashes and angle crashes increase with higher post speed limit.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study developed an RP-MVPLN model to jointly analyze the impact of various risk factors on three types of collisions at freeway diverge areas. The RP-MVPLN model developed in the study can accommodate the unobserved heterogeneity across observations. To illustrate the importance of the RP-MVPLN model, it was compared with an MVPLN model with respect to model inference and goodness-of-fit. Both model estimation results showed that correlations exist between crashes across collision types, which support the use of multivariate modeling approach. However, the model comparison showed that the RP-MVPLN model outperforms MVPLN model on fitting crash data, as reflected by a decrease in DIC value. This finding indicates that accounting for unobserved heterogeneity can not only capture the heterogeneous effect of certain risk factors on crashes, but also improves model fit.
The risk factors for different collision types are different. Moreover, the impact of these risk factors are also different. Therefore, the collision type needs to be distinguished when developing crash prediction models for freeway diverge areas. The traffic volume (i.e. mainline AADT), lane-balanced design, and number of lanes on mainline were found to be significantly associated with all types of collisions. The deceleration lane length and road surface type had significant impact on rear-end crashes, however, they did not affect sideswipe crashes and angle crashes. The exit ramp length and ramp AADT had significant impact on rear-end crashes and sideswipe crashes, but they did not affect angle crashes. Similarly, the speed limit was negatively correlated with rear-end crashes and angle crashes, whereas it had no relationship with sideswipe crashes. Furthermore, three risk factors, including mainline AADT, ramp AADT, and speed limit, were found to have significant heterogeneous effects on crashes across observations.
The findings from this study can offer valuable insights into the underlying relationship between risk factors and different types of collisions, with consideration of detailed data regarding freeway diverge areas. They can help in the implementation of more effective countermeasures to reduce crashes with particular collision type on those exit ramp sections. Besides, crash prediction models developed in this study can help identify the exit ramps associated with higherthan-normal rear-end, sideswipe, or angle crashes. On the foundation of this study, the future research work could focus on the following aspects. First, new data including more variables, such as area type, infrastructure, and weather condition, can be used to enhance the results of this study. Second, the transferability of the calibrated RP-MVPLN model should be validated before the results are applied to freeway exit ramp designs. Third, since the data covers a 3-year period, some of the unobserved heterogeneity captured by the proposed models could be attributed to temporal instability which could be considered in future research. YAO WU received the M.S. degree in transportation engineering from Chang'an University, Xi'an, China, in 2013. She is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in transportation engineering with Southeast University, Nanjing, China. From 2015 to 2017, she was a Visiting Ph.D. Student with The University of British Columbia. Her research interests include traffic safety, traffic control, and pedestrian and cyclist behaviors.
